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if youre used to simply going through a project file in sound forge, and working from the audio clip to
the final rendered file, youll have to learn a new way of working in sf pro mac. whereas the old sf tool
was located at the top of the editing window, and the main audio editing task was to move from left
to right, this new version finds that in the audio dialog window, and a new button represents a move
from right to left. this is something that happens when youre editing audio clips, but if youre using a
midi clip on a track, there is a new rename button in the dialog window that allows you to make midi
changes. this has to be done on the audio track itself, so you can no longer directly go from editing

an audio clip on one track to midi data on a second track. version 3 of sound forge finds the software
using a much wider range of audio formats than in previous versions. not only does it support the

aacs, some of which you can convert to mp3 by using the convert button, but it can also import and
export all the standard pcm formats, up to and including dsd 24/96, as well as standard wave files. a

new feature in sound forge 6.0 is the inclusion of granular metering, allowing you to measure the
loudness of individual sections of a mix, and set different threshold levels for those sections. you can
also specify whether the loudness measurement should be relative or absolute, and adjust the level

at which it is applied. with such a major update in place, it seems unlikely that any further major
changes are planned. that doesn't mean that the current release is the final one, however. bug fixes
and other improvements may be released in updates to the program in the months ahead. and if the
software is ever no longer actively developed, the sonic foundry company will have a large and loyal

customer base to protect.
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actually, i also quite like
the muted external

control panels that sound
forge has adopted, both
for the artwork and the

relevant settings. you can
add or remove buttons to

display, choose the
panel's color scheme and

take advantage of its dual-
color, high-contrast, two-
finger zoom with left and
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right double-tapping. it's
a very stylish way to work

with the software.
however, for those who
cannot afford or don't

want to use the windows-
based host, sound forge
also offers a set of wave
automation vst plug-ins

that can be used to
automate and control the

host process. you can
create a separate set of

plug-in parameters to use
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inside the host, and when
you want to run the plug-
in, choose the appropriate

automation functions
from sound forge's many

automation slots and
control the host

parameters from the main
windows interface. there
is also an interactive view
that allows you to see all
parameters and address
events within the plug-in.

sound forge is a very
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inexpensive mac-only
sound-editing application.
it's the audio version of

magix's popular dvd
creation and authoring

software dvd studio pro,
although for a very

different target audience.
while it lacks some of the
dvd studio pro's features,

and is certainly not a
replacement for it, it does

include two levels of
audio editing software:
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sfpm, which is a fully
featured audio processing
application, and aafigure,
which offers a simplified
version of the features.
aafigure consists of a

basic effect-sheet editor
and a waveform editor. its
effect-sheet editor looks
and feels remarkably like

the original version of
sound forge's separate
sound forge fx version,

letting you drag and drop
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presets, adjust them and
view their parameters.
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